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1
My present invention‘ relates to means for op
erating earth-working tools; and relates in par
ticular to an attachment‘ of simple and rugged
character for tractors whereby desired tools may
be quickly and ?rmly connected‘ directly to the
rear portion of the tractor and may be raised

and lowered by the tractor operator occupying

2
swingable parts of the linkage are so arranged
with‘ relation to the tool supporting arm that
the rate of movement-of the tool supporting arm
increases? as it swings‘ upwardly and that it car
ries the tool or tools intoraised position consider
ably higher than the lower face of the draft bar

of the device, thereby providing ample ground

clearance when the tools‘ are supported in raised
the driver’s seat of the tractor.
posit-ion.
It is an object of the‘ invention to provide a
A further object of theinvention is to provide
tool attachment for tractors of the track laying 10
a means for raising and» lowering a‘ ground Work
type which will allow maximum ground clear
ing tool at the back of-the tractor, in such a man~
ance of the connecting mechanism and also
ner that the angle of approach or planing angle
maximum ground clearance of the tools when
of the tool changes: as it is raised and lowered,
they are elevated, and yet secure a- draft point
in a characteristic manner, and when the tool
with relation to the tractor when the tools are

in operative position,.low' enough to eliminate the
endency of the tractor to swing upwardly around
the rear portions of the‘ treads when a heavy

pull is exerted by the tractor. In this respect
the invention avoids the serious danger exist
ing in the use of ground working tools having
a draft connection high enough at‘ the back of
the tractor to secure required ground clearance.
It has been found; in the use of such old types

of devices, that when the earth-working tool,
such as a plow, for example, engages an obstruc—
tion so that it'cannot be moved forwardly, the

is' fully raised, it- is, shifted- rearwardly from the
vertical’ plane which it-occupies when in working

position.
It is av further object of the invention to pro
vide in this tool attachment for tractors a novel
linkage arrangement which acts to exert a force
to move the tools outward to- the lowest position
to move'the tool downward into the lowest posi
tion thereof permitted by’ an’ associated gauge
wheel.

,

Y A further object of the invention is to provide
in’ this tool attachment for tractors a cooper

ation of‘ connecting means’ whereby the connec
front end of the tractor will rise'and if the clutch
tionof the tool' to the tractor has both lateral
is not immediately disconnected will turn- over
backward, falling upon- the operator if he fails 30 and vertical ?exibility, so that the tractor may
be turned laterally with relation to the tool, for
to get out of itsway.
steering purposes, and ‘the tool may move ver
It is a further object of the'invention to pro
tically
with relation to the vtractor, thereby avoid
vide a tool attachment for tractors having a draft‘
ing- the placement of strains'in the central parts
bar which extends forwardly under the tractor

from its rear end and is connected to the trac 35 of the tool attachment other than those normally
incurred when the tool‘is pulled forwardly by
tor at a point ahead of theirear extremity of the
a
tractor operating on level‘ ground.
tractor treads. At the rear end‘ of this draft
Further objects and advantages of the inven
bar there is a novel tool supporting mechanism
tion may be brought out. in the following part
for the connection of a: tool or tools,.this mech
anism providing a positive connection of the tool’ 40 of the speci?cation wherein speci?c description
is utilized for thepurpose of making a full dis
means with the draft bar.
closure of‘ a preferred embodimentv of the in
it is a further object‘ of the invention to pro»
vention without limitation‘ of the scope of the
vide a tool attachment for tractors wherein the

invention de?ned'in the appended claims.
draft bar is connected» to- a‘ pivot pointv under‘
Referring-tothe drawings, which are for illus
neath the tractor, ahead of its rear endpan'd‘is 45
trative
purposes only:_
’
swingahle in a horizontal plane, to permit turn
Fig. l is'a side elevation of a preferred em“
ing or steering of the‘ tractor with relation: to
bodiment" of- my invention» attached to a tractor,
the draft bar and the tool means carried thereby.
the rearward‘portion of‘ which iashcwn. in- out
A further object of the invention is to- provide
line only, for’ the reason'that the tractor itself
a tool attachment for tractors having a novel
formsnopart of the present invention;
linkage for the connection'of tool means to the
Fig: Z-is a fragmentary elevational View, to en~
draft bar and,v having‘ a‘ simple and effective
larged scale, showingv the rear portionv of the
means for swinging this linkage so-as to move
draft“ bar and the tool operating: mechanism,
the tool means between raised'and‘loweredposi
tions. A feature of this attachment is that the 55 with the tool bracket in a partly raised position;
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Fig. 3 is a fragmentary plan view correspond

across the walls 24, and into the center of this

ing to Fig. 2;

bar 32 a screw 33 is threaded. The screw 33 may

Fig. 4 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional
view of the hydraulically actuated mechanism of
the device;

be swung upwardly from the position in which
it is shown in Fig. 7, the bar 32 rotating at such

Fig. 5 is a fragmentary sectional view taken as

indicated by the line 5-—5 of Fig. 4;
Fig. 6 is a perspective view of the detachable

time.
The frame member 25, as shown in Fig. 6, con
sists of a body for carrying other parts of the

tool supporting mechanism, as will be hereinafter
frame member of the invention;
described. The member 25 includes a vertical
Fig. '1 is a partly sectioned perspective view of 10 front wall 34, a bottom wall 35, and side walls
that portion of the draft bar which receives the
36, these walls de?ning a recess 31 adapted to
frame member of Fig. 6 thereon.
receive a hydraulic motor 38. Webs 39 project
In Fig. l, I have shown the outlines of the after
downwardly from the lateral edges of the bottom
portion of a tractor III of the track laying type,
35. These webs 39 extend forwardly in such
having tracks or treads | I along the sides thereof 15 spaced relation to each other that they will pro
for engagement with the ground. The present
ject down across the upper portions of the ex
invention comprises a tool supporting and han
ternal side faces of the walls 24, and at the for
dling mechanism including a draft bar I2 and a
ward ends of the webs 39 there are projections

tool supporting and/or operating mechanism I3
40 having upwardly faced and sloping edge faces
detachably connected to the rearward portion of 20 4| to engage the lower portions of the pin ends

the draft bar I2.
3|, as shown in Fig. 2, when the member 25 is
The draft bar I2 extends forwardly under the
placed on the rearward portion of the enlarge
rearward portion of the tractor body | 4 in a posi
ment 2| and then slid forwardly so that the pro
tion spaced from the ground I5 and close to the
jections 40 will pass under the pin ends 3|. The
under face of the tractor body I4. The front end 25 bottom wall 35 of the member 25 has a rearwardly
of the draft bar I2 is pivotally connected to an
faced notch 42 adapted to receive the upper por
intermediate portion of the tractor, under the
tion of the screw 33 when the member 25 is
body I4 thereof, and accordingly ahead of the
placed on the enlargement 2| of the draft bar I2
rear ends of the tracks II and below the hori
as shown in Fig. 2. This notch 42, as shown in
zontal plane de?ned by the axles of the tractor 30 Fig. 6, is de?ned by an upwardly projecting wall
which support the track members II. For ac
43 providing a face 44 against which the head
complishing the pivotal connection of the draft
45 of the screw 33 may be tightened when the
bar I2 to the tractor, the forward end of the
screw 33 is swung upward to the position in which
draft bar I2 has a horizontally ?attened portion
it is shown in dotted lines in Fig. 2. The force
I6 through which a vertical hinge bolt I1 is 35 of the screw 33 then acts downwardly and for
passed to make pivotal connection with a shackle
wardly so that one of its force components will
I8 connected to the central portion of a trans
hold the projections 40 tightly against the shoul
verse bar I9 which extends in a position below
ders provided by the pin ends 3| and the other
the body |4 of the tractor I0. As shown in Figs.
of its force components will hold the rearward
2 and 3, the rearward portion of the draft bar I2 40 portion of the bottom wall 35 ?rmly down against
has an enlargement 2| from which walls 22 ex
the upper face of the enlargement 2|.
tend laterally to support left-hand and right
The hydraulic motor ‘38 of the tool operating
hand pairs of rollers 23, the rollers 23 of each
mechanism I3, as best shown in Figs. 2 and 4, has
pair being vertically spaced as shown in Fig. 2
a cylinder 46 and a casing 41 secured to the upper
so that each pair of rollers will engage the upper
open end of the cylinder 46, this casing 41 having
and lower faces of a laterally extending guide or
therein a lever 48 which is ?xed on a transverse
track member 24a which is secured to the rear
shaft 49, the ends of which shaft 49 project out of
end of the tractor body. This track member 24a
the casing 41 so as to receive levers 50 thereon.
is curved so that its rear edge portion will follow
A thrust rod 5 I, Fig. 4, has its upper end hingedly
an arc inscribed around the vertical axis de?ned
connected by a pin 52 to the swinging end of the
by the hinge bolt I1, Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. '1,
lever 48, and has its lower end engaging a recess
the enlargement 2| at the rearward end of the
53 in the upper face of a piston 54. The piston
draft bar I2 comprises walls 24, vertically dis
54 has sealing means 55 on its lower end, and
posed and arranged in laterally spaced relation,
when hydraulic pressure is delivered into the
the upper portions of these walls 24 being adapted 55 lower portion of the cylinder 46 through the ?uid
to cooperate with the frame member 25 of the
connection 56, the piston 54 will be forced up
wardly and the levers 48 and 50 will be swung up
tool supporting mechanism, which is adapted to
wardly. The hydraulic motor means 38 is se
receive a tool support in the form of a bracket,
as will be described below. The rear ends of the
cured in the recess 31 of the member 25 by bolt
walls 24 connect to a lateral wall 26 from which 60 ing it to the front wall 34 of the member 25. As
shown in Fig. 2, screws 51 and 58 may be em
vertically spaced horizontal walls 21 project rear
ployed for this purpose.
wardly so as to provide a space 28 to receive the
The levers 50 are positioned so that they will
front end of a link by which a tool or vehicle may
sweep across the external faces of the side walls
be connected to the draft bar I2. The walls 21
have vertically aligned openings 29 to receive a 65 36 of the member 25, and the swinging ends of
pin, not shown. As shown in Figs. 2 and '1, the
the levers 50 are connected by bearing means 59,
pin 30 is extended transversely through the for
each including a threaded pin 60 and a nut 6|,
ward upper portions of the walls 24, with the
to the upper forward portions of the side plates
opposite ends 3| of the pin 30 projecting from
62 of a swingable tool supporting bracket 63
the external side faces of the walls 24 so that the 70 which, as shown in Fig. 3, has a transverse plate
ends 3| will provide lugs or shoulders which are
64 for connecting the rearward portions of the
faced downwardly or reversely with respect to
side plates 62 thereof. The tool support or
the upper face of the enlargement 2| which co
bracket 63, taken with the hydraulic motor 36,
operates with the lower face of the frame mem
which carries the bracket 63 through the arms
ber 25. Aft of the pin 30 a bar 32 is extended 75 50 and 50a, constitutes power actuated tool sup
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porting and raising means or mechanism. Two
levers 50a are provided on opposite sides of the
member 25, these levers 50a having their rear

ward ends 65 pivoted in the openings 66, Fig. 6,
r in the lower rearward portions of the side walls
36. The forward ends of‘ the levers 50a are con

.

8

.

line position 63", is in part accomplished by mak
ing the lower levers 50a shorter than the upper
levers 50.

A further feature of the invention is the place
ment of the levers 50 and 5011 so that they slope
downwardly and forwardly when the ground
working tool, such as the plow ‘I0, is near a posi
tion for engagement with the ground or is in en

nected to the lower forward portions of the
bracket side plates $2 by bearing means 59a. The
gagement with the ground [5. The pull of the
rear ends of the side plates 62 have therein
arcuate depressions or sockets 66’ to receive 10 tool against the links or levers 50 and 50a. is
therefore along lines which will cause these levers
rocker members 61 which are arcuately formed
to rotate downwardly in response to the force ap
so as to ?t into the arcuate sockets 66'. In the
plied thereto, thereby tending to hold the tool in
rearward faces of the rocker members 51 there
engagement with the ground, but permitting rela
are transverse V-shaped notches 68 to receive
adjacent faces of a square tool bar 69 on which 15 tive vertical movement between the tool and the
tractor H3 as the tractor Ill moves the tool for
a ground working tool, such as a plow 10, may be
wardly. At the same time there will be lateral
mounted. Cap plates 7| are provided, each of
adj ustability between the tool and the tractor due
these cap plates having in the central portion
to the hinging of the draft bar l2 for lateral
thereof a forwardly faced V-shaped notch 72,
swinging movement, thereby permitting free
Fig. 2, to engage the rearwardly disposed faces
dom in steering the tractor, the tool following
of the square tool bar 65. The upper and lower
along behind the tractor without placing re
end portions '13 of the cap plates ‘H have verti
straint on the steering movement thereof. When
cally elongated slots 14 through which screws 15
it is desired to lift the tool from working to raised
may pass. These screws ‘F5 are threaded into
position, hydraulic pressure is transmitted
the ends of the plates 62 above and below the
through the conduit 80 into the lower end of the
arcuate sockets $6’, to clamp the parts 62, 61, 59
cylinder, forcing the piston 54 upward, thereby
and ‘H together. Also, these screws 15 may be
rotating the levers 48 and 50 upwardly so as to
relatively adjusted inwardly and outwardly so as
elevate the bracket 63 and the tool or tools
to cause the cap plates ‘I! to rotate around the
horizontal axis of the tool bar 59. This rocking 30 thereto attached.
I claim:
adjustment of the cap plates ‘ll will be trans
1. A tool mounting comprising a pair of later
mitted through the walls of the notches 12 to the
ally spaced brackets; ,a transverse tool bar ?xed to
bar 69 and will be transmitted by the bar 69 to
said brackets, the latter being arranged to extend
the rocker members 61. Accordingly, the tool
bar 69 will be rotated on its axis and the plow 35 forwardly therefrom; two pairs of swingably
mounted upper and lower arms pivotally con
‘ill will be caused to swing upwardly or down
nected at their forward ends to the forward por
wardly with relation to the tool supporting
tions of said brackets at generally vertically
bracket 53. The plow ‘H3 is provided with a. depth
spaced points and at least the lower arms being
gauge wheel 76, rotatably supported at the lower
end of an arm ‘H, the upper end of which is at
tached by means of a clamp 13 to the shank 79
of the plow.
One of the important features of the inven
tion is the placement of the levers 50 and 50a so

that the swinging ends thereof project forwardly,
and the disposing of the levers 50 and 50a in such
relation that when they are swung upwardly from

the lowered position thereof, in which they sup“
port the bracket 63 and the plow ‘it in lowered
position, to raised position as shown by dotted ;
lines 59’ and 50a’, in Fig. 1, the bracket 63 will
not only be raised but it will be rotated so as to
increase the rate of upward movement of its
rear end and thereby increase the rate of up
ward movement of the plow as it moves into its

disposed between and extending rearwardly
alongside said laterally spaced brackets; means

for swingably supporting the rear portions of said
upper and lower arms; said brackets extending
alongside said arms and rearwardly of the rear
ends thereof; said transverse tool bar being ?xed
to the rear ends of said brackets; and means for
swinging said arms so as to raise said tool bar,
the lower arms being shorter than the upper

arms, whereby said shorter arms will be displaced
angularly through a greater extent than said up
per arms and will therefore have a greater rear

ward component of movement than the corre
sponding movement of said upper arms, said low
or arms being adapted thereby to impart addi
tional lifting movement to said brackets and tool
bar.
dotted line position 10’, the results being that
2. In a tool attachment for tractors of the
the plow will move rapidly to its raised position
character described, the combination of: a draft
after it is disengaged from the soil, that the verti
bar extending forwardly under the rearward por
cal movement of the plow '10 will be much greater
than the vertical movement of the swinging ends 60 tion of the tractor; means for connecting the for
ward portion of said draft bar to the intermedi
of the levers 5i! and 50a, and that the plow ‘H!
ate portion of said tractor so that the rear end
will be raised from the ground to a position
of said draft bar may have lateral swinging move
wherein its lower portion will be at least as high
ment; a transverse track member for connection
as the horizontal plane de?ned by the lower face
to the rear end of said tractor; wheels on the
of the draft bar l2.
rearward portion of said draft bar engaging said
As shown in Fig. 2, the levers or implement
track member and providing a rolling connection
supporting arms 56 and 56a are arranged so that
between
said track member and said draft bar
the spacing between the forward or swinging
whereby said track member will support the rear
ends thereof is less than the spacing between the
ward portion of said draft bar in all positions
pivoted or rear ends thereof, with the result that
thereof; a tool support receiving frame member
the angular relationship between the levers 50
mounted on said draft bar adjacent said wheels
and 56a changes as these levers are swung. Fur
whereby the weight of said frame member and as
thermore, the result of rocking the tool support
sociated
parts is transmitted substantially di
ing bracket 63 forwardly as it is raised from its
rectly
to
said
track member, said tool support re
position shown in full lines in Fig. 1 to its dotted 75

7
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ceiving frame member having an upwardly ex

tending section lying adjacent the planes of said
track-engaging wheels; and a power actuated tool
supporting and raising mechanism attached di
rectly to said upwardly extending section of said
tool support receiving means.
3. In a tool attachment for tractors of the
character described, the combination of: a draft
bar extending forwardly under the rearward por

8
extensions supporting said wheels, and an en

larged portion immediately rearwardly of said
extensions, said enlarged portions including
laterally spaced walls, and a pin extending there
between; and a tool supporting mechanism com
prising a member having an upper section and
a lower section including a part adapted to en
gage said pin for ?xing said part to said draft bar
and tool carrying means fixed to the upper sec

tion of the tractor; means for connecting the for 10 tion of said last mentioned member.
ward portion of said draft bar to the intermedi
6. In a tool attachment for tractors of the
ate portion of said tractor so that the rear end of
character described, the combination of: a draft
said draft bar may have lateral swinging move
bar extending forwardly under the rearward por
ment; a transverse track member for connection
tion of the tractor; means for connecting the
to the rear end of said tractor; wheels on the
forward portion of said draft bar to the inter
rearward portion of said draft bar engaging said
mediate portion of said tractor so that the rear
track member and providing a rolling connection
end of said draft bar may have lateral swinging
between said track member and said draft bar
movement; means for supporting the rearward
whereby said track member will support the rear
portion of said draft bar, the rear end of said
ward portion of said draft bar in all positions 20 draft bar having a vertically extending socket
thereof, said draft bar having lateral extensions
therein; and a tool supporting mechanism com
supporting said wheels, and an enlarged portion
prising a generally vertically extending frame
immediately rearwardly of said extension, said
member having at its lower end a part disposable
enlarged portion including laterally spaced walls;
in said socket, locking means in said socket en
and a tool supporting means including a verti
gageable with said part for holding said frame
cally extending frame member having a lower
member in place in said socket, means acting be
portion seating between said laterally spaced
tween said frame member and said draft bar for
walls and a generally vertically arranged tool
holding said locking means in engagement with
shifting unit connected to the upper portion of
said part, so as to clamp said frame member in
said frame member.
said socket, and a tool carrier attachable to the
4. In a tool attachment for tractors of the
upper end of said vertically extending frame
member.
character described, the combination of : a draft
bar extending forwardly under the rearward por
P1. In a tool attachment for tractors of the
tion of the tractor; means for connecting the for
character described, the combination of: a draft
ward portion of said draft bar to the intermedi
bar extending forwardly under the rearward por
ate portion of said tractor so that the rear end
tion of the tractor; means for supporting the rear
of said draft bar may have lateral swinging
end of the draft bar; means for connecting the
movement; a transverse track member for con
forward portion of said draft bar to the inter
nection to the rear end of said tractor; wheels on
mediate portion of said tractor so that the rear
the rearward portion of said draft bar engaging 40 end of said draft bar may have lateral swinging
said track member and providing a rolling con
movement; a vertically disposed frame ?xed at
nection between said track member and said draft
its lower end to said draft bar and extending up
bar whereby said track member will support the
wardly therefrom; a generally vertically disposed
rearward portion of said draft bar in all posi
cylinder mounted on said frame; a transverse
tions thereof, said draft bar having lateral exten
shaft carried at the upper end of said cylinder; a
sions supporting said wheels, and an enlarged
piston in the lower part of the latter and opera
portion immediately rearwardly of said exten
tively connected with said shaft to rock the
sions, said enlarged portions including laterally
shaft; and a pair of implement-supporting arms,
spaced walls and a swingably mounted attaching
one connected to each end of said shaft and dis
bolt carried by said laterally spaced walls; and a 50 posed in a generally vertical plane at one side of
tool supporting means including a vertically ex
said draft bar.
tending frame member having a lower portion
8. In a tool attachment for tractors of the
seating between said laterally spaced walls, a
character described, the combination of: a tool
bolt-receiving socket for receiving said attaching
supporting part, a tool frame adapted to be
bolt whereby tightening the latter clamps said 55 mounted on the tractor; upper and lower levers,
frame member to said draft bar with the upper
connected at upper and lower points to said tool
portion of said frame member adjacent said
supporting part and at upper and lower points
wheel-carrying extensions, and a generally verti
to said tool frame, said levers extending generally
cally arranged tool shifting unit connected to
forwardly and downwardly from said tool frame
the upper portion of said frame member.
60 when the tool is in engagement with the ground,
5. In a tool attachment for tractors of the
and generally forwardly and upwardly from said
character described, the combination of: a draft
tool frame when the tool is raised from the
bar extending forwardly under the rearward por
ground, and means connected to one of said lev
tion of the tractor; means for connecting the for
ers for shifting the same upwardly, together with
ward portion of said draft bar to the intermedi 65 the other lever and said tool supporting part, said
ate portion of said tractor so that the rear end
other lever being shorter than said one lever
of said draft bar may have lateral swinging
whereby at the end of said raising movement said
movement; a transverse track member for con
other lever moves through a greater angle than
nection to the rear end of said tractor; wheels
said one lever and imparts angular movement to
on the rearward portion of said draft bar engag 70 said tool additional to said raising movement.
ing said track member and providing a rolling
9. In a tool attachment for tractors or the like:
connection between said track member and said
a draft member having a vertically extending
draft bar whereby said track member will sup
socket provided with side walls; a pin extending
port the rearward portion of said draft bar in all
transversely of said walls; a vertical frame mem
positions thereof ;. said draft bar having lateral 75 ber carrying means at its lower end to engage
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pivotally connecting the forward ends of said up
per and lower levers with the forward portions
of said bracket members, a frame member at
tachable to the tractor and disposed generally be

with said pin; swing bolt means ‘carried by said
walls and shiftable into engagement with the
lower part of said vertical frame member for
locking the latter against said pin; and tool-sup

tween said upper and lower levers, and means

porting means connected to the upper portion of
said frame member.

pivotally connecting the rear portions of said
levers with said frame member.
13. Connecting means as set forth in claim 12,
further characterized by power actuated means

10. In a tool attachment for tractors or the
like: a. draft member having a vertically extend

ing socket provided with side walls, said side Walls

forming a socket therebetween; a frame member 10 carried by said frame member and connected with

adapted to be carried by said draft member and
having portions adapted to extend downwardly
into said socket; swing bolt means carried by said
walls and shiftable into engagement with the
lower part of said frame member for locking the 15

latter in said socket member; and tool-supporting

one pair of said levers for raising and lowering
said bracket members.
JESSE G. LINDEMAN.
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